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Abstract. We present in this paper a 5/2-approximation algorithm for
scheduling rigid jobs on multi-organizations. For a given set of n jobs,
the goal is to construct a schedule for N organizations (composed each
of m identical processors) minimizing the maximum completion time
(makespan). This algorithm runs in O(n(N + log(n)) log(npmax )), where
pmax is the maximum processing time of the jobs. It improves the best existing low cost approximation algorithms. Moreover, the proposed analysis can be extended to a more generic approach which suggests different
job partitions that could lead to low cost approximation algorithms of
ratio better than 5/2.

1

Problem statement

In this paper we consider the problem of scheduling rigid jobs on
Multi-organizations. An organization is a set of m identical available processors. A job j must be executed on qj processors (sometimes called the degree
of parallelism) during pj units of time. The qj processors must be allocated on
the same organization. The makespan of the schedule is defined as the maximum finishing time over all the jobs. Given a set of n jobs, the goal is to find
a non-overlapping schedule of all the jobs on N organizations while minimizing
the makespan.
This problem is closely related to strip packing problems. Indeed, if we add
the constraint of using contiguous processors, then scheduling a job j on qj
contiguous processors during pj units of time is equivalent to packing a rectangle
of width qj and height pj .
⋆
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Related works. Strip packing, rigid jobs scheduling and Multi-organizations
scheduling problems are all strongly N P -hard, and Zhuk [1] showed that there
is no polynomial time approximation algorithm with absolute ratio better than
2 for strip packing.
For Strip Packing problem, Coffman et al. gave in [2] an overview about performance bounds for shelf-oriented algorithms as N F DH (Next Fit Decreasing
Height) and F F DH (First Fit Decreasing Height). These algorithms have a approximation ratio of 3 and 2.7, respectively. Schiermeyer [3] and Steinberg [4]
presented independently an algorithm for Strip Packing with absolute ratio 2.
A further important result for the Strip Packing problem is an AFPTAS with
additive constant O(1/ǫ2 ) of Kenyon and Rémila [5]. This constant was improved
by Jansen and Solis-Oba, who presented in [6] an APTAS with additive constant
1. Concerning the multi-strip packing problem, there is a 2 + ǫ approximation
in [7] whose algorithmic cost is doubly exponential in 1ǫ . In [8] we gave a 2
approximation with a large algorithmic cost and an AFPTAS for this problem.
Let us now review the related work about rigid job scheduling. For one organization, the famous List Algorithm for scheduling with resource constraints of
Garey and Graham [9] can be applied (when there is only one resource to share)
to schedule rigid jobs, and is then a 2 approximation. The rigid job scheduling problem on multi-organization has been studied with an on-line setting in
[10]. The authors achieved a ratio of 3 without release times (and 5 with release
times). Notice that these results do not require the knowledge of the processing
times of the jobs. Moreover, the organizations may have a different number of
processors. The rigid job scheduling problem on multi-organizations has been
extended in [11] for the case where the jobs are submitted to local queues on
each cluster with the extra constraint that the initial local schedules must not
be worsened. The authors provide a 3-approximation.
Generally, the results about rigid job scheduling cannot be adapted to the
more constrained contiguous version. To the best of our best knowledge, there is
still no (reasonable) α such that for any instance I, Optc(I) ≤ αOptnc(I) (where
Optc denotes the contiguous optimal value and Optnc the non-contiguous one).
The authors of [12] show that α > 1 by constructing a (rather) simple instance
with 8 jobs and 4 machines.
Our contribution. In this paper, we present a 52 approximation algorithm for the
rigid job scheduling problem on multi-organizations that runs in
O(n(N +log(n)) log(npmax )), where pmax is the maximum processing time of the
jobs. Moreover, we suggest how the approach used for the 5/2-algorithm could extended to get approximation algorithms with better ratio and a low algorithmic
cost.
Organization of the Paper. The preliminaries for the 5/2-approximation are in
Section 2. In Section 3.1 to 3.4 we describe how to construct a preallocation of
the “big” jobs that fits in the targeted makespan. In Section 4 we show how to
turn this preallocation into a compact schedule, and in Section 5 we analyze the
complexity of the algorithm. The discussions on the approach are in Section 6.
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3

Principle and definitions

Let us now give some definitions that are used throughout the proofs and the
description of the algorithm. We first extend the previous pj and qj notations to
Q(X) and P (X) where X is a set of jobs. We also define the surface (sometimes
also called the area) of a set of jobs as S(X) = Σj∈X qj pj . A layer is a set of
jobs which are scheduled sequentially on the same organization. The length of
a layer Lay is P (Lay), the sum of the processing time of all the jobs in Lay. A
shelf is a set of jobs which are scheduled on the same organization, and which
start at the same time. Given a shelf sh, the value Q(sh) is called the height
of sh. What we call a bin can be seen as a reservation of a certain number of
processors (generally m) during a certain amount of time. The algorithm will
add some jobs to bins, and given a bin b, we denote by Q(b) the value Σ{j∈b} qj .
Given a sequence of bins seq, we denote by Q(seq) the value Σb∈seq Q(b). These
notations are extended in the same way for P and S. In the whole paper, we
consider that the sets of jobs used as parameters in the algorithms are modified
after the calls.
Let us sketch how 5/2 algorithm is constructed. Let OP T denote the value
of an optimal solution. We target a 25 ratio by both ensuring that, for each
organization at least half of the processors are used at any time before the
starting time of the last job, and that the small jobs (whose processing time is
lower than OP T/2 and height lower than m/2) are scheduled at the end. Thus,
if the makespan of the final schedule is due to a small job, it is lower than the
processing time of the small job plus the starting time of this job, implying a
makespan lower than OP T/2 + 2OP T = 5OP T/2. As the optimal value is not
known, we use the well known dual approximation technique [13]. Let w denote
the current guess of OP T . The schedule is built in three steps. In the first one
we compute a preallocation π0 of the “big” (pj > w/2 or qj > m/2) jobs. Then
we apply a list algorithm which turns π0 into a “compact” schedule π1 (see
Section 4). Finally, the final schedule π is constructed by adding to π1 the small
remaining jobs using again a list algorithm (see also Section 4).
Let us define the following sets:
•
•
•
•
•

let
let
let
let
let

LH = {j|qj > m/2} be the set of high jobs
LXL = {j|pj > 3w/4} be the set of extra long jobs
LL = {j|3w/4S≥ pj T
> w/2} be the set of long jobs
LS
LH be the set of huge jobs
LB = (LS
L)
XL
I ′ = LH LXL LL

We will prove that either we schedule I with a resulting makespan lower
than 5w/2, or w < OP T . Notice that for the sake of simplicity we did not add
the “reject” instructions in the algorithm. Thus we consider in all the proof that
w ≥ OP T , and it is implicit that if one of the claimed properties is wrong during
the execution, the considered wSshould be rejected. Notice that we only consider
the w values such that Q(LXL LL ) ≤ N m and P (LH ) ≤ N w.
We start by providing in Section 3 the three phase algorithm Build P realloc
that builds the preallocation π0 of the jobs of I ′ . We will denote by π0i the set of
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preallocated jobs in organization Oi . In phase 1 we preallocate the high jobs. In
phase 2 and phase 3 we preallocate the long and extra long jobs by first packing
shelves of jobs into bins, and then putting these bins into organizations. An
example of a preallocation is depicted Figure 1.

3
3.1

Construction of the preallocation
Phase 1

Let N1 be the number of organizations used in phase 1. In phase 1, the jobs of
LH are packed in N1 organizations. The Create Layer(X, l) procedure creates
a layer Lay of length at most l, using a Best Fit (according to the processing
times) policy (BFP). Thus, Create Layer(X, l) add at each step the longest
job that fits. Thus, phase 1 calls for each organization (until LH is empty)
Create Layer(LH , 5w/2).
Let us introduce some notations. Let Layi denote the set of jobs scheduled
in the layer created in organization Oi . Let L1XL and L1L denote the remaining
jobs of LXL and LL after phase 1. Thus, for the moment we have π0i = Layi for
all i ≤ N1 .
Lemma 1 (phase 1). If ∃i0 < N1 such that P (π0i0 ) ≤ 2w then it is straightforward to pack all the jobs of I ′ . Otherwise, we get ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N1 − 1},
S(π0i ) > wm and N1 ≤ ⌈N/2⌉ .
Proof. First let us notice that phase 1 ends, as P (LH ) ≤ N w and P (π0i ) > w
for every organization where we do not run out of jobs to schedule. We first
suppose that ∃i0 < N1 such that P (π0i0 ) ≤ 2w.
S In this case we just have to prove
that it is straightforward to preallocate LXL LL . We
S proceed by contradiction
by supposing that we never ran out of jobs of LXL LL . When the algorithm
creates a layer for a organization i, we know due to the BFP order that it
will pack at least two jobs of LB , if LB is not empty. The hypothesis implies
that during the execution of phase 1, LH \ LB was empty before LB . Thus, for
i < N1 , there
two jobs of LB in π0i , meaning that ∀i with 1 ≤ i <
S is atTleast
i
N1 , Q((LXL LL ) π0 ) > m.
Concerning the N − N1 other organizations, we can create shelves of jobs of
S
LL LXL using a best fit according to the height (BFH), implying that each
shelf has a height of at least 2m/3 according S
to Lemma
T 2. Packing two shelves in
each organization, we get ∀i > N1 , Q((LXL LL ) π0i ) > 4m/3 > m.
Finally, let us check what is scheduled in organization
S
TN1 . If two jobs of
LB are scheduled in this organization, then Q((LXL LL ) π0N1 ) >Sm. If one
job of LS
then we create one shelf of jobs of LXL LL , and
B is scheduled,
T
Q((LXL LL ) π0N1 ) > m/2 + 2m/3. If no huge job is Sscheduled in organization N1 , we pack as before
two
S if in every
S
T shelves of jobs of LXL LL . Thus,
case we have Q((LXL LL ) π0N1 ) > m. Thus, we get Q((LXL LL )) > N m,
which is impossible.
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Let us prove the second part of the lemma. First notice that for any i <
N1
N1 , S(π0i ) > 2wm/2 = mw. Moreover, we have 2(N1 − 1)w < Σi=1
P (π0i ) =
P (LH ) ≤ N w, implying N1 ≤ ⌈N/2⌉.⊓
⊔
Thus, we now assume until the end of the proof that we are in the second
case of Lemma 1 where ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N1 − 1}, S(π0i ) > mw and N1 ≤ ⌈N/2⌉.
3.2

Phase 2

S
In phase 2 the jobs of L1XL L1L are scheduled in organization N1 by creating
shelves according to what is already scheduled in organization N1 . We denote
by L2XL and L2L the remaining jobs of L1XL and L1L after phase 2. Let us first
define two procedures used for phase 2 and phase 3.
The procedure P ack Shelf (X, b, f ) creates a shelf sh using the Best Fit (according to the height) policy (BFH), and packs it into bin b. The f parameter
represents the available height of b (meaning that b corresponds to f free processors during a certain amount of time), implying of course that Q(sh) ≤ f .
Thus P ack Shelf (X, b, f ) adds at each step the highest possible job of X that
fits. We assume that the length of the bin is larger than pj , for all j ∈ X.
The procedure GreedyP ack(X, seq) creates for each empty bin b ∈ seq one
shelf of jobs of X using P ack Shelf (X, b, m). This procedure returns the last
bin in which a shelf has been created. Let us now come back to the description
of phase 2.
Depending on the set of jobs already scheduled in ON1 , the Create P adding()
procedure creates nbinL empty bins of length 3w/4 and nbinXL empty bins of
length w, which are added in organization ON1 . Let us define for each case how
many bins of each type are created by Create P adding():
• If P (LayN1 ) ∈]3w/2, 7w/4] then set (nbinL , nbinXL ) to (1, 0)
• If P (LayN1 ) ∈]w, 3w/2] then set (nbinL , nbinXL ) to (0, 1)
• If P (LayN1 ) ∈]3w/4, w] then
if Q(L1L ) ≥ 5/4 then set (nbinL , nbinXL ) to (2, 0)
else set (nbinL , nbinXL ) to (0, 1)
• If P (LayN1 ) ∈]w/2, 3w/4] then set (nbinL , nbinXL ) to (1, 1)
• If P (LayN1 ) ∈ [0, w/2] then set (nbinL , nbinXL ) to (0, 2)
Let padL be a sequence of nbinL bins of length 3w/4 and padXL be a sequence
of nbinXL bins of length w. Create P adding() returns (padL , padXL ). All in all,
phase 2 can be described by the following procedure calls:
•
•
•
•

Let (padL , padXL ) = Create P adding()
GreedyP ack(L1XL , padXL )
GreedyP ack(L1L , padL )
GreedyP ack(L1L , padXL )
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L_B
L_H
L_XL

111
000
000 L_L
111

Shelves packed by
procedure "add"
Bin created by
"Create_Padding"

Fig. 1. An example of pre-allocation

3.3

Phase 3

In phase 3 we first schedule the jobs of L2XL using the N2 = N − N1 remaining
organizations. Then, we schedule the jobs of L2L using also this N2 organizations.
Finally, the possibly remaining jobs of L2L are added to the last bin used for the
extra long jobs. Therefore, let us define the add(X, b) procedure. The add(X, b)
procedure packs one or two “small” shelves of jobs of X in the bin b (starting
from the top of the bin for the sake of clarity). Notice that, as b will be the last
bin used for extra long jobs, the available height (for the jobs of X) in b will be
generally lower than m. Here is the description of add(X, b):
• If the left side of b is at time w then let l = 2 else let l = 1
• Repeat l times the call P ack Shelf (X, b, m − Q(b)) and pack the created
shelves in b.
An example of a call to the add procedure is given in Figure 1 for the case where
l = 2.
We now define two sequences of bins seqXL and seqL , such that every bin
of seqXL (resp. seqL ) will (possibly) contains one shelf of jobs of L2XL (resp.
L2L ). Notice that a free organization can be seen as two bins of length w (and
height m), three bins of length 3w/4, or one bin of length w and two bins of
length 3w/4. Thus, seqXL is composed of 2(N − N1 ) bins b1 , . . . , b2(N −N1 ) of
length w, considering that we created two bins in each of the organizations
{ON1 +1 , . . . ON }, starting from ON1 +1 . This implies that for all i ≥ 1, bins
b2i−1 and b2i are in ON1 +i . The sequence seqL is composed of 3(N − N1 ) bins

b′1 , . . . , b′3(N −N1 ) of length 3w/4, considering that we created three bins in each
of the organizations {ON1 +1 , . . . ON }, from ON to ON1 +1 . This implies that for
all i ≥ 1, bins b′3i−2 , b′3i−1 and b′3i are in ON −i+1 . Notice that these two sequences
are not ordered in the same way.
All in all, phase 3 can be described by the following procedure calls:
• Let last = GreedyP ack(L2XL , seqXL )
• GreedyP ack(L2L , seqL )
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• add(L2L , last)
Let start the analysis of phase 3 with a remark about P ack Shelf (X, b, f ).
Lemma 2. Let Sh denote the shelf created by P ack Shelf (X, b, f ). If we know
k
that the k highest jobs of X fit in f , then Q(Sh) > k+1
f.
Proof. Let x be the cardinal of X. Let us assume that qi ≥ qi+1 for 1 ≤ i < x.
i0 −1
Let i0 ≥ k+1 be the first index such that job i0 is not in Sh. Let a = Σi=1
qi . We
i0 −1
k
f .⊓
⊔
have Q(Sh) ≥ a ≥ (i0 − 1)qi0 > (i0 − 1)(f − a) leading to a > i0 f ≥ k+1
LemmaS 3 (phase 3). If there remains an unscheduled job after phase 3, then
S(L2XL L2L ) > (N2 + 1/8)mw.

Proof. Let us first suppose that L2XL 6= ∅. Let aXL = 2(N − N1 ) be the number
of bins in seqXL . After having filled the first aXL − 1 bins (using a width of at
least 2/3 according to Lemma 2), the width of remaining jobs of L2XL is strictly
larger than m. Thus we get Q(L2XL ) > 2m/3(aXL − 1) + m = 4m/3N2 + m/3 and
S(L2XL ) > (N2 + 1/4)mw.
We now suppose that L2XL = ∅. In every organization that contains two bins
of jobs of L2XL , the total scheduled area is strictly larger than 2 × 2m/3 × 3w/4 =
wm. In every organization that contains three bins of jobs of L2L , the total
scheduled area is strictly larger than 3 × 2m/3 × w/2 = wm. We have to consider
two cases according to the position of the last bin last (the left side of last may
be located at time 0 or w). Let i0 be the index of the organization that contains
last.
In the first case where the left side of last is at time 0, two bins (of length
3w/4 and height m) were created after the bin last in organization Oi . Then, if
0
the remaining jobs of L2L do not fit in last, the total area of the jobs scheduled
in organization Oi0 is strictly larger than (22m/3 + m)w/2 > 7wm/6. Then we just
sum the area packed over all the organizations, and get the desired result.
In the second case where the left side of last is at time w (as depicted in
Figure 1), the only room in organization Oi0 to schedule jobs of L2L is in last.
In organization Oi0 , the area of (extra long) jobs contained in the first bin is
strictly larger than wm/2. The add procedure will create two shelves (one next
to the other) of jobs of L2L in last.
Let last′ and L′L be the set of jobs in last and L2L respectively, just before the
call of the add procedure. If Q(last′ ) > m/2, and as the remaining jobs of S
L2L don’t
′
′ ′
′
fit in last, we have that Q(LL ) > m − Q(last ) . This implies S(last L′L ) >
3w/4Q(last′ ) + w/2(m − Q(last)′ ) > 5wm/8. If Q(last′ ) ≤ m/2 (see Figure 1) then
′
add creates a first shelf of jobs of L2L of height at least (m−Q(last ))/2, and then
S ′tries
′
to pack the remaining
jobs
in
the
second
shelf.
Thus
in
this
case,
S(last
LL ) >


3w/4Q(last′ )

3.4

+ w/2

(m−Q(last′ ))
2

+ m − Q(last′ ) > 3mw/4.⊓
⊔

Main algorithm

In this section we recall the overall algorithm that builds the preallocation, and
we provide the main proof of the preallocation. Notice that we drop the LiL and
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LiXL notations for writing the algorithm as we consider that the sets of jobs
(used as parameters in the procedures) are modified after the calls.
Algorithm 1 Build Prealloc(I ′ )
Phase 1 [1] Let i = 0
[2] Let i = i + 1, and let Layi = Create Layer(LH , 5w/2)
Pack Layi in organization Si from time 0
[3] Repeat step 3 until LH is empty
Phase 2 [4] Let (padL , padXL ) = Create P adding()
[5] Let last = GreedyP ack(LXL , padXL )
[6] Call GreedyP ack(LL , padL )
[7] Call GreedyP ack(LL , padXL )
Phase 3 [8] Let seqXL and seqL be defined as described in Section 3.3
[9] Let last2 = GreedyP ack(LXL , seqXL )
[10] If last2 is not null, set last to last2
[11] Call GreedyP ack(LL , seqL )
[12] Call add(LL , last)
Theorem 1. Build P realloc(I ′ ) creates a preallocation π0 of makespan lower
than 5w/2.
Proof. Remind that L1XL and L1L denote the remaining jobs of LXL and LL after
Phase 1. The makespan of the preallocation is by construction lower than 5w/2.
We know that according to Lemma 1 phase 1 terminates and the area scheduled
in the first N1 − 1 organizations is greater
than (N1 − 1)wm. We proceed by
S
contradiction by supposing that L1XL L1L is not empty after Phase 2 and Phase
3, and showing that S(I ′ ) > N mw. We proceed by case analysis according to
what is scheduled in ON1 .
If P (LayN1 ) > 74 w, then S(LayN1 ) > 87 mw and CreateP adding doesn’t
create any bin. If L1XL and L1L are not
scheduled by phase 3, then
S completely
1
1
according to Lemma
3
we
get
S(L
L
)
>
(N
+ 18 )mw. Thus in this case
2
XL
L
S 1 S 1
we have S(LayN1 LXL LL ) > (N2 + 1)mw, implying S(I ′ ) > N mw.
If 47 w ≥ P (LayN1 ) > 32 w, then S(LayN1 ) > 43 mw and CreateP adding creates one bin of length 43 w. Recall that the jobsSof L1L are first scheduled in padL .
padL ) > 43 mw + 14 mw = mw.
If Q(padL ) is larger than m
2 , then S(LayN1
Thus, the total area packed S
in the first N1 is strictly larger than N1 wm. Then,
according to Lemma 3, L2XL L2L must fit in the N2 remaining organizations. If
1
Q(padL ) ≤ m
XL . Thus,
2 , then the N2 remaining organizations are available for LS
1
1
1
if LXL 6= ∅ at the end, then S(LXL ) > (N2 + 4 )mw, and S(LayN1 L1XL ) >
(N2 + 1)mw.
creates
If 32 w ≥ P (LayN1 ) > w, then S(LayN1 ) > 12 mw and CreateP adding
S
one bin of length w. If Q(padXL ) is larger than 2m
pad1XL ) >
3 then S(LayN1
mw and we conclude with Lemma 3. Otherwise, the N2 remaining organizations
are available for L1L . Moreover, remind that in this case the only bin in padXL
1
does not fit, we have
will beSused for jobs of LL during the call ofS
add. Then,
S 1 if LLmw
1
1
1
Q(LL LXL ) > (2N2 + 1)m and S(LayN1 LL LXL ) > 2 + N2 wm + wm
2 =
(N2 + 1)mw.
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If w ≥ P (LayN1 ) > 34 w, then S(LayN1 ) > 38 mw and two cases are possible according to the value of Q(L1L ). IfSQ(L1L ) ≥ 5m
4 , CreateP adding creates
two bins of length 43 w. Then, S(LayN1 padL ) > ( 38 + 85 )mw and we conclude
with Lemma 3. Otherwise, if Q(L1L ) < 5m
4 , CreateP adding creates one bin
padXL ofSlength w. If Q(padXL ) (after the call line 5) is larger than 2m
3 then
S(LayN1 pad1XL ) > 78 mw and we conclude with Lemma 3. Otherwise, jobs of
L1XL are all scheduled in padXL . As N2 ≥ 1, at least three bins are available for
L1L , which is sufficient given that Q(L1L ) < 5m
4 .
If 34 w ≥ P (LayN1 ) > 12 w, then S(LayN1 ) > 41 mw and CreateP adding creates one bin of length w and one bin of length 43 w. IfSextra long jobs are not
scheduled at the end of the algorithm, then S(LayN1 padXL ) > 34 mw. Since
L2XL do not fit into N2 free organizations, we have also S(L2XL ) > (N2 + 41 )mw.
Thus we conclude that the extra long jobs are successfully scheduled. Let us suppose now that S
the long S
jobs are not completely scheduled. If Q(padXL ) ≥ 5m
9
5
then S(LayN1 padXL padL ) > ( 14 + 12
+ 13 )mw = mw. Otherwise, let L′L
denote the set of remaining jobs of L1L just before the call to add. The area scheduled in the N2 last organizations is larger than the one scheduled in the optimal.
If L′L does
the call to add, then Q(L1XL + L′L ) > m and
Snot fitSin padXLS during
′
S(LayN1 padL padXL LL ) > ( 14 + 31 + 21 )mw > mw.
If 12 w > P (LayN1 ), CreateP adding creates two bins of length w. If N1 > 1,
S 1
SN1 −2
5
1
then S( N
i=1 Layi ) > S( i=1 Layi ) + 4 mw > (N1 − 1)mw + 4 mw because the
first job of LayN1 does not fit in the previous organization. Thus, if Q(L1XL ) > m
S
SN1
Layi padXL ) > N1 mw and we conclude with Lemma 3.
then we have S( i=1
Otherwise, we have an empty bin in the sequence padXL and N2 free organizations available for L1L . Let L′L be L1L before the call to add. If add does not
S 1
S 1 S ′
LXL LL ) >
schedule L′L in last then Q(L1XL )+Q(L′L ) > m and S( N
i=1 Layi
(N 1 − 43 + 13 + 21 )mw > N1 mw. If N1 ≤ 1 then we have two bins of length
S w in
each of the N organizations, which is of course sufficient to pack L1XL L1L .⊓
⊔

4

From the preallocation to the final schedule

From now on, we suppose that the preallocation π0 is built. For each organization Oi , π0 indicates first a (possibly empty) sequence of high jobs j1i , . . . , jxi i
that have to be scheduled sequentially from time 0. Then, π0 contains an ordered sequence of shelves Shi1 , . . . , Shix′ . Moreover, the makespan of π0 is by
i
construction less than 5w/2.
Definition 1. Let ui (t) be the utilization of organization Oi at time t, i.e. ui (t)
is the sum of all the qj for any job j which scheduled on organization i at time
t. A schedule is 1/2 compact if and only if for every organization Oi there exists
a time ti such that for all t ≤ ti , ui (t) ≥ m/2 and ui restricted to t > ti is not
increasing.
Let us now describe the algorithm LSπ0 which turns π0 into a 1/2 compact
schedule π1 of I ′ . We first define the procedure Add Asap(X, Oi ) which scans
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organization Oi from time 0, and for every time t starts any possible job(s) in X
that fit(s) at time t. The LSπ0 works as follows: for every organization Oi , pack
first sequentially the high jobs jxi for 1 ≤ x ≤ xi and then call Add Asap(Shx , Oi )
for 1 ≤ x ≤ x′i .
Lemma 4. The makespan of π1 is lower than the one of π0 , and π1 is 1/2
compact.
Proof. Let σi be a schedule in a (single) organization Oi (of makespan Ci ), let
X be a set of jobs and let σi′ be the schedule (of makespan Ci′ ) produced by
Add Asap(X, Oi ). If σi is 1/2 compact and if forall j ∈ X, qj ≤ m/2, then σi′ is
1/2 compact. The proof is straightforward by induction on the cardinality of X.
P
Moreover, if X qj ≤ m, then Ci′ ≤ Ci + maxX pj because in the worst case
all the jobs of X only start at time Ci . Using these two properties, we prove
the lemma for every organization Oi by induction on the number of call(s) to
Add Asap(Shx , Oi ).⊓
⊔
Remark 1. Notice that in Lemma 4 we do not take care of the particular structure which occurs when add creates two shelves of jobs of LL as depicted Figure 1.
However, it is easy to see that the proof can be adapted.
Now that π1 is built, we add the small remaining jobs (I \ I ′ ) using a list
algorithm that scans all the organizations from time 0 and schedules as soon as
possible any non scheduled job. Let π denote the obtained schedule.
Theorem 2. The makespan of π is lower than

5w/2.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the cardinal of I \ I ′ . At the beginning, π1
is 1/2 compact, as proved in Lemma 4. Each time a job j is scheduled by the list
algorithm, the obtained packing remains 1/2 compact because qj ≤ m
2 . Thus it
is clear that π is 1/2 compact.
Let us assume that the makespan of π is due to a job j ∈ I \ I ′ that starts
at time s. As π is 1/2 compact, this implies that when scheduling job j we had
P
ti
s
ti ≥ s for any organization i. Thus, we have S(I) > N
i=1 2 ≥ N 2 , implying
5w
that s < 2w, and thus that the makespan of π is lower than /2.⊓
⊔

5

Complexity

Phase 1 can be implemented in O(N n + n log(n)). Indeed, we first sort the high
jobs in non increasing order of their processing times. Then, each layer can be
created in O(n). Phase 2 and phase 3 can also be implemented in O(N n +
n log(n)) by sorting the long (and extra long) jobs in non increasing order of
their required processors. Thus π0 is constructed in O(N n + n log(n)).
The LSπ0 algorithm can be implemented in O(n log(n)). Instead of scanning
time by time and organization by organization, this algorithm can be implemented by maintaining a list that contains the set of “currently” scheduled jobs.
The list contains 3-tuples (j, t, i) indicating that job j (scheduled on organization
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i) finishes at time t. Thus, instead of scanning every time from 0 it is sufficient
to maintain sorted this list according to the t values (in non decreasing order),
and to only consider at every step the first element of the list. Then, it takes
O(log(n)) to find a job j0 in the appropriate shelf that fits at time t, because a
shelf can be created as a sorted array. It also takes O(log(n)) to insert the new
event corresponding to the end of j0 in the list.
The last step, which turns π1 into the final schedule can also be implemented
in O(n log(n)) using a similar global list of events. Notice that for any organization Oi , there exists a ti such that before ti the utilization is an arbitrary
function strictly larger than m/2, and after ti a non increasing after. Scheduling a
small job before ti would require additional data structure to handle the complex
shape. Thus we do not schedule any small job before ti as it is not necessary for
achieving the 5/2 ratio. Therefore, we only add those events that happen after
ti when initializing the global list for this step. To summarize, for this step we
only need to sort the small jobs in non increasing order of their required number
of processors, and then apply the same global list algorithm.
The binary search on w to find the smallest w which is not rejected can be
done in O(log(npmax )) as all the processing times can be assumed to be integers.
Thus the overall complexity of the 5w/2 approximation is in O(log(npmax )n(N +
log(n))).

6

Toward better approximation ratios

In this paper we provided a low cost 5/2-approximation algorithm using a new
approach. We discuss in this section how the proposed approach can be used for
reaching better approximation bounds. The approach can be summarized in the
two following main steps. The first one consists in constructing a 1/2 compact
schedule π1 of the big jobs I ′ by creating a pre-allocation π0 and “compressing”
it. Then, the remaining small jobs (I \ I ′ ) are added to π1 in a second step using
the classical list scheduling algorithm LS.
We would like to recall the arguments that make our second step easy to
analyze, and see what could be some other promising partitions. In our partition,
the second step guaranties a makespan lower than 5w/2 because:
• adding a job j with qj ≤ m/2 to a 1/2 compact schedule with LS produces
another 1/2 compact schedule,
• if the makespan is due to a small job j0 that starts at time s0 , then s0 ≤
2w (since the schedule is 1/2 compact), leading to a makespan lower than
s0 + pj0 ≤ 5w/2.
Let us now propose other partitions that could be considered. We could define
I ′ = {j|qj > αmi or pj > βw} with appropriate values 0 < α < 1 and 0 < β < 1.
Then, the previous steps become:
1. construct a pre-allocation π0 of I ′ (for instance based on shelves and layers)
and make sure that, when compressed using LSπ0 , the obtained schedule
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π1 is 1 − α compact (meaning that for every organization, the utilization is
greater than 1 − α, and then it is non-increasing),
2. add the small remaining jobs (I \ I ′ ) using LS.
Thus, the makespan of jobs added in the second step would be bounded by
1
+ β)w, implying that the makespan of the pre-allocation should also
b = ( 1−α
be bounded by b.
For example, we can target a 7/3 ratio by only studying how to pre-allocate
I ′ = {j|qj > m2i or pj > w3 }, or a ratio 2 by studying how to pre-allocate
I ′ = {j|qj > m3i or pj > w2 }. Obviously, if the preallocation is built using again
shelves and layers, the difficulty will probably arise when merging the different
types of jobs (high, extra long or long ones for example), and will may be only
need to handle more particular cases.
Let us remark that this technique will not be easy to apply with (contiguous)
rectangles, since the property of 1/2 compactness becomes hard to guarantee.
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